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KLUWER ARBITRATION
A full text database of primary and secondary materials relating to commercial
arbitration, including conventions, legislation, case law and journal articles.
There are 5
main categories
of documents.
BITs,
Conventions,
NY Convention
Decisions,
Legislation, and
Rules,
See below for
further details.

“BITs” – use this option to
determine whether there is a
Bilateral Investment Treaty
(BIT) between any two ICSID
contracting states

Organizations and Countries
provide alternative routes to
the database materials. See
below for further details.

You can create
a simple or
advanced search
by clicking here.
Alternatively,
simply browse
the categories.

Five main categories of documents
Conventions: this section lists the most important conventions relating to
arbitration, for instance, the 1961 European Convention (Geneva).
Legislation: this category provides the text of laws for key countries. Old
versions which are no longer applicable may still be included if they are useful for
research.
Rules: this category is subdivided into Rules of International Institutions and
Rules of Regional (including National) Institutions.
Case law: there is a division between Court Decisions (further subdivided by the
jurisdiction upon which the Court Decision is based) and Awards (further
subdivided according to the institution whose rules apply to the award).
Commentary: contains journal articles and book chapters. This category is
divided into Commentary – full text and Commentary – bibliographic. The
bibliographic commentaries will provide bibliographic references but may not

necessarily contain links to the full text.
Alternative routes to the database materials
Organizations: directories of multilateral and national institutions. Where
relevant, links to rules and awards are provided.
Countries: lists the conventions, national arbitration legislation, full text
commentary, court decisions and organizations for each country.
Advanced Search screen
You can refine
your search by
combining
information
in more than
one field. Click
on the down
arrow and
select “and”,
“or” or “not”
before the
additional
search fields.
If you limit your
search to a particular
organization, the
search engine will find
you all legal and case
law documents issued
by the organization
selected. Please note
that this search will
not find documents
about the selected
organization.

You can combine more
than one keyword with the
word “and”, for
instance, shipping
and anti-suit injunction.

Click on the down
arrow to the right
of the field to view
the list of available
countries. (If you
type a letter
on your keyboard
when the
dropdown
list is opened, the
list will skip directly
to the first country
starting with that
letter.)

By default, the search engine will
search across all the various
categories of material.
However, if you wish, you
can restrict your search by selecting
a specific category of material from
the Topics drop down menu (for
instance, you can limit your search
to court decisions only).

Click on
the “?”
buttons
for online
help.

